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In this paper a modiﬁed arrangement of the DICT technique was introduced. Miniaturization of bar and use of shadow principle to make a measurement of displacement allow to
obtain strain rate up to 2.2 × 105 s−1 . Commonly used methods of elimination of friction, inertia and adiabatic heating were presented. In order to estimate the rate sensitivity of a material
(tantalum), quasi-static and SPHB tests were performed at room temperature within the rate
spectrum ranging from 5 × 10−4 s−1 to 103 s−1 . The ﬁnal true stress versus true strain curves
at diﬀerent strain rates were corrected to a constant temperature and zero friction.
Key words: direct impact compression tests, tantalum, Hopkinson bars, miniaturized arrangement.

1. Introduction
It is known for a long time that most materials are dependent on the rate
of deformation and temperature. At strain rates above ∼103 s−1 the strain rate
sensitivity for most metals and alloys substantially increases and an accurate
and complete picture is necessary in formulation of constitutive relations in the
range of the strain rate spectrum up to ∼106 s−1 .
Although advances in electronics and recordings of short time processes have
caused that compression impact experiments are much easier to perform at
present, still some improvements in both mechanical designs and measuring
techniques are possible. One possibility, which is more recently observed, is
miniaturization of experimental setups. The miniaturization enables not only
for a substantial increase of strain rate but also for reduction of the radial and
longitudinal inertia of specimen. The miniaturization concept has been employed
in this study in order to reach strain rates up to ∼105 s−1 .
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One of the most popular experimental techniques applied in determination
of viscoplastic properties of materials at strain rates from ∼5 × 102 s−1 to
∼104 s−1 is the Kolsky apparatus [1] or the so-called Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB). A modiﬁed version of the Kolsky apparatus, the version that
is used in most laboratories up to now, has been developed by Lindholm [2].
In both versions, a wafer specimen is placed between bars. Such an experimental technique can be applied in many conﬁgurations, for example in compression [3, 4], tension [5, 6], torsion [7, 8] and in shear [9, 10], and also in diﬀerent
sizes. In the case of compression test, the wafer specimens are prone to friction
and inertia. Moreover, the use of the SHPB technique is limited by the elastic
limit of the incident bar. According to the one-dimensional elastic wave propagation theory the “safe” maximum impact velocity is directly related to the
elastic limit of the incident bar [1]. Such a condition limits the maximum strain
rate in the test.
In order to reach strain rates higher than ∼104 s−1 , Dharan and Hauser [11]
introduced modiﬁcation of the SHPB concept by elimination of the incident bar.
Thus, application of the direct impact of a striker onto wafer specimen supported
by the transmitter bar enabled to reach strain rates ∼105 s−1 . Such a modiﬁcation can be deﬁned as the Direct Impact Compression Test (DICT). It is clear
that elimination of the incident bar and reduction of the specimen size leads to a
substantial increase of the maximum nominal strain rate in DICT experimental
technique. The maximum strain rate ∼105 s−1 attained by further miniaturization of the DICT up to 1.5 mm transmitter bar diameter was also reported in
literature [12].
Of course, specimen reduction can be applied for both SHPB and DICT
arrangements. A specimen reduction must be performed proportionally to the
length-to-diameter ratio lS0 /dS0 , usually ∼0.5 because of optimization of friction and inertia eﬀects [3, 13, 14]. As a consequence of the specimen reduction
the whole arrangement, that is SHPB or DICT, must be also reduced. Several attempts to reduce the SHPB size, that is the striker and both bars, were
reported in the past [12, 15, 16]. Another miniaturization of SHPB has been
reported in 1992 by Safford [17]. The wave dispersion was taken into account.
In general, for elastic bars of small dimensions the wave dispersion is a second
order eﬀect. A new design and some problems associated with miniaturization
were published more recently [18]. Those examples indicate that miniaturization
of the conventional SHPB arrangement enables to reach the maximum strain
rate ∼4.5×104 s−1 .
In both cases, namely the conventional and miniaturized DICT arrangements, the technical problem arises how to determine the displacement of the
interface striker-specimen as a function of time. This technical problem has been
solved in several ways:
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• assuming that the striker is perfectly rigid [11],
• applying of a high-speed camera incorporating an optical system with the
image-splitting refraction element and lens [16, 19],
• using a two-channel non-contact displacement gage [20, 21],
• following radial displacement of the specimen shadow [22], the so-called
LORD (Laser Occlusive Radius Detector).
2. Miniaturized DICT arrangement
A new miniaturized DICT is shown schematically in Fig. 1 [23, 24]. Modiﬁcation in the mechanical part, similar as reported earlier [25], lies in an introduction
of the decelerator tube 5 in to which a small Hopkinson bar 3 with miniature
SR gages 4 is inserted. The decelerator tube is mounted in supports 7 slightly
ahead of the a Hopkinson bar 3 with a possibility to change the distance between
them. Such conﬁguration permits programming of diﬀerent plastic deformations
of specimens. The tube and the bar are both attached to the bumper 8. The
tube can be exactly adjusted to the axis of striker 2 by special support 6, which
also prevents vibrations. In Fig. 2 are shown the main details of the miniaturized DICT. The striker (No. 2 in Fig. 1) of diameter slightly lower than that
of the decelerator tube (No. 5 in Fig. 1) triggers deformation of a small cylindrical specimen until it stops by the decelerator tube. The transmitted elastic
wave is detected by the SR gage (No. 4 in Fig. 1). The net displacement between the striker and the decelerator tube is measured by the shadow technique.
Strikers of diameter 11 mm and of diﬀerent lengths from 12.5 mm to 50 mm
can be launched by an air-gun up to 100 m/s. Specimens of diameter 2.0 mm
and lengths from 1.0 mm to 0.8 mm were supported by the transmitter bar of

Fig. 1. General scheme of DICT, 1 – air gun; 2 – striker; 3 – transmitter bar; 4 – SR gage;
5 – decelerator tube; 6 – main support; 7 – supports; 8 – dumper; 9 – light sources;
10 – photodiodes; 11 – laser diode; 12 – supply of 11 ; 13 – photodiode (displacement
measurement); 14 – time counter; 15 – supply unit of 13 ; 16 – DC ampliﬁer;
17 – SR ampliﬁer; 18 – digital oscilloscope; 19 – PC.
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diameter 5.2 mm and length 243 mm. The transmitter bar was made of the
maraging steel with the yield stress of 2.1 GPa. The relative distance between
the tube and the transmitter bar could be varied from 0 up to 2.0 mm. This
distance deﬁnes the maximum deformation of the specimen. In addition, in the
application of the combination tube – the bar enables to recover specimens after
testing, thus giving an opportunity to observe some microstructural eﬀects. The
arrangement permits also for tests with a negative jump in strain rate [25, 26].
The scheme of measurements is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Three independent circuits permit for precise measurement of the impact velocity V0 ,
the net displacement during specimen deformation ∆U (t) = ∆lS (t), and the
transmitted elastic wave εT (t), where t is time.
The striker is accelerated in the launcher tube 1 of length 840 mm up to preprogrammed impact velocity after pressure calibration, that is V0 (p). The mean
impact velocity V0 is determined by two channels consisting of two laser diodes 9,
two diaphragms of diameter 0.5 mm and two photodiodes 10. The axes of the
laser diodes and photodiodes perpendicular to the direction of the launcher tube
are situated at 140 mm and 60 mm from the specimen, respectively. Thus, the
distance over which the impact velocity is measured is 80 mm. Signals from the
photodiodes are recorded by the time counter.
The net displacement, and thus the net mean velocity VAV of specimen
deformation, is measured by the principle of shadow, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, and the
wave mechanics in the Hopkinson bar. The light emitted by laser diode 11 is
formed by a diaphragm and goes through the gap in between the moving striker
and the stationary deceleration tube. During the test the gap is closing up when
the specimen is deformed. The displacement of the interface striker/specimen is
proportional to the light passed by the gap. The transmitted light is detected
by photodiode 13, the photodiode is supplied by the unit 15. The electric signal
from the photodiode after ampliﬁcation in 16 is recorded by two-channel digital
oscilloscope 18. It is clear that after calibration the photodiode voltage can be
transformed into the displacement of the interface striker/specimen versus time.

Fig. 2. Zoom of the specimen arrangement.
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The displacement of the specimen/transmitter bar can be determined via
recording of the signal from the two SR gages of length 0.6 mm cemented on
the opposite sides of the transmitter bar. The signals from the SR gages are
recorded by the second channel of digital oscilloscope 18 next, the records of
both channels are transmitted into PC, No. 19 in Fig. 1.
The deﬁnition of the nominal strain rate is given by:


1 dUA (t)
dUB (t)
(2.1)
ε̇n (t) =
−
.
lS0
dt
dt
Introducing into Eq. (2.1) the quantities recorded by the DICT measurement
system leads to:


1 dUA (t)
− C0 εT (t) ,
(2.2)
ε̇n (t) =
lS0
dt
where UA (t) – displacement of the striker/specimen interface, C0 – elastic wave
speed in transmitter bar, εT (t) – transmitted elastic wave.
The nominal strain εn (t) can be found by integration of Eq. (2.2), thus


Z
1
(2.3)
εn (t) =
UA (t) − C0 εT (t)dt ,
0 < t < T.
lS0
If strikers are assumed being rigid during the whole process of specimen
deformation, and their kinetic energies are suﬃciently high, then deceleration
of a striker is zero. The rigid striker was assumed by Dharan and Hauser [11]
in the ﬁrst version of the DICT. However, in a more exact analysis it may
be assumed that deceleration of the interface A is proportional to time, then
aA = −Bt, where B is a constant determined from the test via UA (t) record.
This procedure assures ﬂexibility and eliminates diﬃculties in ﬁnding VA (t) by
the time derivative of UA (t). If B = 0, then the deceleration is constant. In
general case the velocity VA (t) is given by
(2.4)

VA (t) = V0 − B

Zt

ξdξ

1
VA (t) = V0 − Bt2 ,
2

and

0

0 < t < T.

From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) one obtains the nominal quantities ε̇n (t) and εn (t).
The parameters in Eq. (2.4): V0 , B and T must be determined from experiment.
Approximation of Eq. (2.4) leads to the following formulas:



Zt
1 
(2.5)
ε̇n (t) =
V0 − B ξdξ + C0 εT (t) .
lS0
0
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After integration, the nominal strain is given by:



Zt
B
1 
V0 t −  t2 + C0 εT (ξ)dξ  .
(2.6)
εn (t) =
lS0
2
0

Of course, the true strain ε(t) can be obtained from the standard formula
ε(t) = ln(1 − εn (t)).
The nominal stress, σn (t) ≈ FB (t)/AS0 , in the specimen can be obtained as
a function of time assuming that the force equilibrium occurs during the entire
process of specimen deformation. This assumption, which is a good approximation for very short specimens, should be in general conﬁrmed every time,
for example by a FE analysis. In the present case the specimen is very short,
lS0 = 0.8 mm, and the transit time of the elastic wave through the specimen
is ∆tS = 160 ns. It is well recognized that after 3 to 5 transits the force equilibrium is satisﬁed [27]. In the present case, 3∆tS = 480 ns and this period of
time is much shorter than the total time of deformation T = 20 µs at strain rate
2 × 104 s−1 . In real tests the total time of deformation is still longer. The force
FB in the transmitter bar is determined after introduction of Hooke’s law:
(2.7)

FB (t) = Ab ρC02 εT (t),

where Ab is the cross-section area of the transmitter bar. Thus, the average
nominal stress σn is given by:


dH 2
2
εT (t),
(2.8)
σn (t) = ρS C0
dS0

where dS0 and dH are respectively the initial diameter of specimen and diameter
of the transmitter bar, dH > dS0 , ρS is the density of the specimen material.
Because all constitutive relations are deﬁned in true values, that is true stress,
true strain and true strain rate, it is important to transform the nominal values
into the true quantities like σ(t), ε(t) and ε̇(t). After elimination of time, the
ﬁnal material characterization can be found: σ(ε) and ε̇(ε).
3. Elimination of friction, inertia
and adiabatic heating
It is well known that friction occurring on the specimen interfaces with
platens during quasi-static compression test increases the mean axial pressure
[13, 14, 27, 28]. By integration of the equation of force equilibrium several authors estimated in the past the eﬀect of friction at diﬀerent levels of approximation. For example, Siebel [28] derived an approximate formula for the mean
stress on the cylindrical specimen in terms of the axial yield stress;
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4µdS0
σ =σ 1+
3lS0



or



4µdS0
σ =σ 1+
3lS0

−1
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,

where σ and σ are respectively the mean stress determined from experiment and
the net ﬂow stress of a material, µ is the coeﬃcient of Coulomb friction and dS0
is the initial specimen diameter. If the coeﬃcient of friction is known then the
ﬂow stress of a material can be found. For example, for specimen dimensions
lS0 = 1.0 mm, dS0 = 2.0 mm and µ = 0.06 the relative increment of stress is
(σ/σ) − 1 = 0.04, the increase is only 4.0%. It is interesting to note that the
coeﬃcient of dynamic friction is lower as a rule than the quasi-static one (slow
gliding) [29].
Another possibility to reduce the friction eﬀects is application of a ring specimen [30]. Application of ring specimens in dynamic tests was also reported in
several papers [11, 16, 31]. In conclusion, the eﬀect of friction in determination of
the ﬂow stress in fast compression tests with a good lubrication is expected to be
relatively limited in comparison to other eﬀects like the radial and longitudinal
specimen inertia.
Eﬀects of inertia in DICT are very important because of high accelerations
and mass velocities observed in such circumstances. One possibility of estimating the radial inertia is integration of the equation of the quantity of movement in the radial direction and application of the Huber-Mises yield condition
[11, 20, 32], then
(3.2)

3
σ(t) = σ(t) − ρ
8



2dS0
lS0

2

V 2 (t)
,
(1 − εS (t))2

where V (t) is the current axial velocity of specimen compression V (t) = VA (t) −
VB (t). The second term in Eq. (3.2) is the stress correction for the radial inertia.
The early numerical analysis of both friction and inertia in SHPB was reported in 1975 [27]. Nowadays many numerical analyses have been published on
specimen behavior in high-speed compression and it is out of scope of this paper
to review those results.
The most general solutions for both eﬀects, the friction and inertia in the
form of overstress, is given by [13, 33]:


3ρd2S
µσ ρd2S
3
2
(3.3)
∆σ =
+
s −
(ε̇21 + ε̈) +
ε̈,
3s
12
16
64
where s is the current ratio of the specimen length to the specimen diameter,
s = lS /dS . The eﬀect of the convection velocity is not taken into consideration.
The ﬁrst term appears because of friction and the next two are the results of
inertia. The second term vanishes for all specimens satisfying the conditions:
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s2 − 3/16 = 0, or when ε̇2 + ε̈ = 0 which may occur for t > tr , where tr is
the rise
√ time of the initial portion of the transmitted wave εT (t). The ratio
sD = 3/4, (sD = 0.433) for Poisson’s ratio ν = 1/2 was derived as the optimal
one by Davies and Hunter [3], but under assumption µ = 0. According to
Eq. (3.3) the stress diﬀerence ∆σ = σ − σ shows the absolute minimum and the
following sopt is determined as:
(3.4)

sopt =



2µσ
ρd2S (ε̇2 + ε̈)

1/3

.

One of the most important problems in correct determination of stress-strain
characteristics at high and very high strain rates is the thermal softening of
specimen material caused by adiabatic heating. The adiabatic heating caused
by conversion of plastic work into thermal energy triggers an auto-coherent
process of the material softening leading to a decrease of the tangent modulus of
stress-strain curve and consequently to a decrease of the ﬂow stress when plastic
deformation increases. Because of a positive strain rate sensitivity the process
intensiﬁes at very high strain rates. In the ﬁnal stages of compression some forms
of mechanical instability appear in the form of Adiabatic Shear Bands (ASB)
leading to failure [34–36]. Since at lower strain rates, typically ε̇ < 10 s−1 , plastic
deformation is practically isothermal, in order to make comparison the adiabatic
stress-strain characteristics obtained at higher strain rates than ∼102 s−1 should
be corrected into isothermal conditions [34]. A simple correction procedure that
was applied in this paper was given earlier [34].
The stress correction for the adiabatic increase of temperature used in further
analysis of DICT experiments reported in this paper is given by:
(3.5)

∆σ(ε)ε̇ ≈

ϑβσo f (ε̇)ε
ρ(T0 )Cp (T0 )

or

∆σ(ε)ε̇ ≈ Aσo εf (ε̇).

It can be shown that this approximation is relatively exact for mild steels
because of a very limited strain hardening at high strain rates [34]. Of course,
the highest decrease of stress caused by adiabatic heating occurs for large plastic
strains, when the mean stress and the temperature sensitivity are high and the
density and the speciﬁc heat are low. Since f (ε̇) is an increasing function of
strain rate the eﬀect of adiabatic heating intensiﬁes at high strain rates.
In conclusion, the correction of the ﬂow stress from adiabatic to isothermal
conditions becomes more important at high and very high strain rates. After
correction into isothermal conditions the constitutive surface (σ, ε, ε̇)T0 = 0 can
be determined for any metallic material.
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4. Experimental results
Compression tests of the polycrystalline tantalum were performed at room
temperature in as-received state at ﬁve strain rates: 10−4 s−1 , 10−2 s−1 , 2.6 ×
103 s−1 , 2.6×103 s−1 , 1.1×105 s−1 , 2.2×105 s−1 . The tests at static deformation
regime were performed on servo-controlled universal machine. The diameter of
specimens was dS0 = 5.14 mm and initial length was lS0 = 2.5 mm, what gave
the initial aspect ratio s0 = 0.5. In order to minimize friction eﬀects a lubrication
of MoS2 was applied.
Dynamic compression tests of tantalum at high rates of deformation were
carried out at one strain rate of 2.6 × 103 s−1 with the use of SHPB of diameter
dH = 20 mm with application of the two-wave analysis, which consists of incident
and transmitted waves. Dynamic compression tests at very high rates of deformation were performed applying miniaturized DICT method at two strain rates
of 1.1 × 105 s−1 and 2.2 × 105 s−1 . The stress-strain curve has been corrected for
adiabatic heating, Eq. (3.5). Thus, all curves were transformed into the isothermal conditions. It is noted that tantalum shows substantial strain rate sensitivity. The ﬁnal set of quasi-static and dynamic σ(ε) curves is shown in Fig. 3. The
range of strain rate is nine decimal orders, that is from 10−4 s−1 to 2.2× 105 s−1 .
All curves are in true coordinates and corrected to isothermal conditions. The
eﬀect of strain rate on the ﬂow stress is shown in Fig. 4 for three levels of
strain. The rate sensitivity β = (∂σ/∂ log ε̇)ε shows two ranges, at lower strains
β ≈ 46 MPa and β ≈ 260 MPa above the strain rate threshold ε̇C ≈ 1000 s−1 .

Fig. 3. True stress vs. true strain curves of tantalum at diﬀerent strain rates.
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Fig. 4. Rate sensitivity of tantalum at three levels of true strain.

Such, a result suggests existence of two thermally activated dislocation micromechanisms of plastic deformation in those two ranges of strain rate [34].
Figure 5 shows optical micrographs of the as-received tantalum. Grains are
regular without any deformations. Grain boundaries are straight at particular
sections. Optical micrograph of the material after deformation at rate of 10−4 s−1
is shown in Fig. 6. Grains are strongly deformed in direction of the applied force.
Grain boundaries are irregular and curved. Moreover, the shear bands along two
main directions of shearing may be observed in particular grains. Hollows coming
from etching shows that a large number of dislocations has occurred which is
in agreement with the knowledge concerning plastic deformation mechanisms.
Similar eﬀects could be observed for tantalum after prestrain at strain rate of
5 × 103 s−1 (Fig. 7).
a)

b)

Fig. 5. Optical micrograph of the as-received tantalum at various magniﬁcations.
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b)

Fig. 6. Optical micrograph of tantalum prestrained using strain rate of 10−4 s−1 ,
a) longitudinal cross-section, b) transverse cross-section.

a)

b)

Fig. 7. Optical micrograph of tantalum prestrained using strain rate of 5 × 103 s−1 ,
a) longitudinal cross-section, b) transverse cross-section.

5. Discussion and conclusions
Introduction of specimen miniaturization in high strain rate materials
testing, in both cases of SHPB and DICT, enables reaching of high strain
rates up to ∼105 s−1 . Typical dimensions applied in miniaturized tests are
1.0 mm < lS0 < 2.0 mm, 1.0 mm < dS0 < 2.0 mm and 0.5 < s0 < 1.0.
Such specimen dimensions reduce substantially the eﬀects of inertia reducing at
the same time errors when the inertia analysis is neglected. Although a simple
inertia analysis or even FE calculations are recommended, application of very
small specimens assures minimum errors in determination of material behavior
at very high strain rates. Previous analyses of the inertia eﬀects related to the
specimen dimensions indicated that the stress increment due to inertia raises
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rapidly with strain rate and with specimen dimensions [37]. The strain rate
threshold from the thermally activated rate sensitivity to the so-called pseudoviscosity [9, 11] must be carefully evaluated in the future. On the other hand,
specimen miniaturization leads to limitation of grain number in small specimens. For example, if the specimen volume is vs = 6.28 mm3 (dS0 = 2.0 mm
and lS0 = 0.5 mm) and the mean grain diameter is 0.1 mm then the volume of
each grain is vgr = 3.15 × 10−3 mm3 and the number of grains in the specimen
volume is N ≈ 2 × 103 . Probably this value is a minimum representative for
measurement of the mean behavior.
Application of small diameter Hopkinson bars substantially reduces dispersion of elastic waves. Because in DICT technique strain gages are cemented
closely to the specimen-bar interface, recommended distance ∼5 dH , where dH
is diameter of Hopkinson bar, the transmitted wave gives not much distorted
signal from the interface. In addition, the bar vibration in the longitudinal mode
superimposed on the transmitted wave is relatively low [3]. However on the other
hand it is impossible to monitor the force equilibrium, that is FA (t) and FB (t) as
a function of time, and the force equilibrium must be assumed. One possibility
is an analytic estimation or application a FE code. Because specimens applied in
the miniaturized DICT are short the stress gradients within a typical specimen
are assumed to be small.
In the version of the DICT arrangement reported in this paper the original
and not expensive optical technique to measure displacement of the interface
striker-specimen has been applied. Therefore, combination of the opto-electronic
measurement of the displacement of interface A and theory of elastic wave propagation enabling measurement of the displacement of interface B, has provided an
exact measurement of the specimen strain and strain rate as a functions of time.
Combination of the quasi-static precision compression test, along with application of SHPB along with the miniaturized DICT, makes possible determination of the rate sensitivity of materials for very wide strain rate spectrum,
from 10−4 s−1 to 2.2 × 105 s−1 .
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